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Abstract: In recent years, there has been an increasing trend towards extending the coverage of
passive optical networks (PONs) over large geographical areas. Long-reach PONs (LRPONs) are
capable of extending the distance covered by PONs from 20 km to 100 km, leading to cost savings
in the network operation by reducing the number of central offices. They have become widely
deployed due to their ability to provide high-speed, long-distance data transmission over optical
fibers. In addition, the next generation of optical access networks are expected to provide high-
capacity mobile and wireless backhauling over a wide coverage area. However, this extended reach
also requires the design of efficient dynamic bandwidth allocation (DBA) schemes to address the
performance degradation caused by the increased propagation delay in LRPONs. The DBA schemes
commonly used for upstream traffic transmission in traditional PONs are not well-suited for use
in LRPONs due to their inefficiency in bandwidth utilization due to the increased round-trip time
(RTT) between the optical line terminal (OLT) and the optical network unit (ONU). In this study, we
present an efficient DBA algorithm, the Distance-Weighted Bandwidth Allocation DWDBA Algorithm,
specifically enhanced for multi-wavelength LRPONs. Our DBA algorithm utilizes a scheduling policy
that assigns weight vectors to Optical Network Units (ONUs) based on their distance from the Optical
Line Terminal (OLT), sorting them accordingly without penalizing any ONU due to their distance.
The DWDBA takes the laser tuning time into consideration. We conducted extensive simulations to
evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm under various scenarios and compared it to the
IPACT algorithm. The results of the simulations show that the proposed algorithm outperformed the
IPACT algorithm in terms of bandwidth utilization and queue delay.

Keywords: LRPON; 6G; 5G; dynamic bandwidth allocation; passive optical network; laser tuning
time; TWDM; scheduling

1. Introduction

The need for faster Internet access and the growth of online services has led to the
development of advanced technologies in both wireless and wireline networks. One such
technology is the Long-Reach Passive Optical Network (LRPON), a wireline technology
which extends the reach of traditional Passive Optical Networks (PONs) beyond their
typical 20 km distance limit to up to 100 km or more [1]. PONs are a type of fiber-optic
access network that use passive components, such as splitters and couplers, to distribute
data and communications signals over a network [2]. PONs are commonly used to provide
high-speed broadband access to homes and businesses as they offer a cost-effective and
scalable solution for delivering high-bandwidth services over long distances [3]. This
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includes providing mobile and wireless backhauling capabilities to transport large amounts
of traffic between cellular base stations and the network head-end [4].

LRPONs, just like the traditional PONs, use a central optical line terminal (OLT) to
connect to the service provider’s network, and multiple optical network units (ONUs)
to connect to individual users or devices [1]. The data and communications signals are
transmitted over a single optical fiber from the OLT to the ONUs via optical splitters located
at the Optical Distribution Network (ODN). The optical splitter is then able to split the
signal, typically to 64 ONUs (with some architectures proving a split ratio of 1:1024), and
distribute it to multiple devices within a home or business [5]. The physical structure of
LRPONs consists of a distributive PON segment in each city and a long-reach metro fiber
ring connecting them, while the logical connectivity of the OLT and ONUs sharing the same
wavelength corresponds to the tree-and-branch structure of a traditional PON [6]. PONs
are known for their low power consumption and low latency, making them an attractive
option for delivering high-quality voice, video, and data services.

LRPONs utilize advanced components, such as optical amplifiers, and multiplexing
technologies, such as wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM), to extend the reach of
traditional PONs beyond their typical distance limit of 20 km [7,8]. These technologies
allow LRPONs to cover larger geographical areas with higher data rates and lower loss
rates, providing a cost-effective solution for meeting the increasing demand for high-speed
Internet access and new online services. The expansion of the coverage area for LRPONs
requires not only longer distances, but also the ability to support a larger number of users
and a higher capacity for aggregating traffic [7]. LRPONs also offer the added benefit
of simplifying the network by reducing the number of equipment interfaces, network
elements, and nodes, and by allowing the consolidation of major central offices [9,10].
LRPONs are commonly used in access networks providing residential broadband access
in fiber to the home (FTTH) and in Cloud Radio Access Networks (C-RAN) technologies
connecting a baseband unit (BBU) to a remote radio head (RRH) [11].

In LRPON systems, the communication channel is two-way, with downstream com-
munication from the OLT to the ONUs and upstream communication from the ONUs to
the OLT. The shared nature of the communication channel allows the downstream to be
a broadcast medium where the OLT has the entire bandwidth and sends data to all the
ONUs. To ensure that each ONU receives only the data intended for it, each ONU uses
its unique Media Access Control (MAC) address to identify and extract the data packets
meant for it, while discarding the rest.

In the upstream direction, communication is achieved through a time-sharing model
in which each ONU is assigned a specific time slot to transmit its data. This allows each
ONU to utilize the shared communication channel to transmit data back to the OLT. To
prevent data collision among the ONUs while they attempt to communicate with the
OLT, a mechanism for arbitration must be implemented to dynamically control the shared
medium [12]. This ensures that the data can be transmitted effectively by an ONU at a time
without interference from other competing ONUs. To achieve this, a Dynamic Bandwidth
Allocation (DBA) scheme is implemented to dynamically control the shared medium and
to allocate resources among the ONUs.

Newer generations of PONs utilize multiple wavelengths through techniques such as
Time and Wavelength Division Multiplexing (TWDM) [13,14]. This method is increasingly
being used in the deployment of new LRPON systems to increase the capacity and band-
width of PON systems. The TWDM-based LRPON system is based on a hybrid technique
that combines the capacity-enhancing benefits of wavelength division multiplexing with
the resource granularity of time division multiplexing [7]. This allows for an increase
in the upstream channel capacity by using multiple wavelengths, typically four or eight,
to achieve a maximum capacity of 40 Gbps or 80 Gbps, meeting the requirements of the
NG-PON2 standards [2]. However, the introduction of multiple wavelengths in LRPON
systems brings with it additional challenges in terms of wavelength assignment and man-
agement, which must be taken into account in the design of the DBA scheme [15]. This
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includes finding ways to effectively allocate wavelengths and manage the upstream media
in order to ensure efficient communication between the ONUs and the OLT.

In TWDM-based LRPON systems, tunable transceivers empower ONUs to switch
between multiple wavelengths, improving the network flexibility and maximizing band-
width utilization [14]. To efficiently manage shared resources, a sophisticated DBA scheme
is employed, facilitating wavelength and time slot allocation for ONUs in TWDM LRPONs.
This involves wavelength switching at the ONUs and the dynamic assignment of time slots
for upstream bandwidth sharing. However, the integration of tunable devices introduces
complexities and potential delays due to the Laser Tuning Time (LTT) during wavelength
switching [14]. The LTT, which is often overlooked, can impact the system performance.
Thus, the careful design of the DBA scheme becomes crucial to address these challenges
and effectively handle the intricacies associated with multiple wavelengths.

In LRPONs, the round-trip time (RTT) of DBA control messages increases signifi-
cantly due to the extended reach of the PON system, which can be up to 100 km. This
increase in the RTT, typically from 200 µs to 1 ms [16] or more, can negatively impact
the performance of conventional DBA schemes if adopted to LRPON. As the network
is extended, the exchange of these negotiation messages becomes increasingly delayed,
leading to the degradation of the network performance. In particular, as shown in [17], the
frame delay and jitter performance, as well as the network throughput, can be significantly
degraded in an LRPON scenario if the conventional DBA algorithms are employed without
any enhancements.

In this paper, we introduce a Distance-Weighted DBA algorithm called DWDBA that
is specifically optimized for Long-Reach Passive Optical Networks. Our DBA algorithm
takes into consideration the increased propagation delay caused by the extended coverage
of LRPONs and the large number of end users. Additionally, we consider the LTT when
allocating the bandwidth and assigning wavelengths in order to optimize the transmission
of data in a multi-wavelength PON system [18]. We compare our algorithm with the
traditional Interleaved Polling with Adaptive Cycle Time (IPACT) algorithm, which has
been modified to support up to four wavelengths. The performance metrics we used in our
study included queue delay and throughput. Our results show that our proposed DBA
significantly improves the network performance in terms of queue delay and throughput.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: we will first provide an overview of
the related work and the current state-of-the-art in Section 2. Then, in Section 3, we will
introduce our proposed Distance-weighted DBA algorithm optimized for LRPONs. In
Section 4, we will describe the performance evaluation of our proposed approach using
simulation results. Finally, in the last section, we will present our conclusions and discuss
future work.

2. Related Work

The use of Next Generation Passive Optical Networks (NGPON) is growing quickly as
a solution for high-speed backbone networks that enable mobile cloud services. At present,
there are no formal standards specifically for LRPONs. However, Optical Amplifiers are
typically needed to achieve longer reaches and larger splitting ratios in these networks.
As a result, OAs and splitters are often used as internal nodes in the Optical Distribution
Network (ODN) structure of LRPONs to support more ONUs with extended reaches. The
ITU-T G.984.6 recommendation for LRPONs includes extending the reach to 60 km and
the split ratio to 1:128. One example of an LRPON implementation is a single wavelength
channel with a reach of 100 km, a maximum 1000-way split, and operating speeds of
10 Gbps downstream and 2.5/10 Gbps upstream [19].

The concept of extending the reach of a PON has recently gained attention as optical
access technology is increasingly being adopted for residential and small business markets,
and there is a need to simplify telecom networks by combining the metro and access
networks. The LRPON is one way to achieve this simplification, as shown in Figure 1 (based
on Figure 1 from [19]). In a traditional telecom network, there are three main components:
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the access network, the metropolitan-area network, and the backbone network. However,
with the development of technologies for LRPON, the metro network can be absorbed into
the access network, resulting in a simplified hierarchy with the access headend located
close to the backbone network [6].
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Recent research on DBA algorithms for LRPONs has been focused on developing
algorithms that can allocate bandwidth to ONUs in an effective and efficient manner,
while also considering constraints such as the QoS requirements, energy efficiency, and
fairness. The work [20] presented an overview of various dynamic bandwidth allocation
(DBA) algorithms developed for LRPONs. The fundamental properties of each algorithm
were briefly compared. An OPNET-based simulation platform was used to evaluate the
performance of these DBA algorithms in LRPONs, specifically examining the average
packet delay and channel utilization. The results of these simulations provided valuable
insights for the design and optimization of DBA algorithms for LRPONs.

According to [15], a potential solution to the performance degradation is the introduc-
tion of a multi-threaded DBA algorithm. The multi-threading technique gives an ONU
more opportunities for upstream channel access by allowing further GATE allocations
before the OLT receives the REPORT message from the ONU for the previous allocation.
The impact of multi-threading on the DBA performance in both the Gigabit PON and
Ethernet PON systems was studied in [21]. Their findings indicate that multi-threading
can be effective in reducing the performance degradation caused by the increased reach in
both standards. However, for optimal efficiency, new approaches for coordinating multiple
threads are needed in long-reach PON systems.

A DBA scheme called Multi-thread Polling (MTP) has been developed for use in
LRPONs [22]. This DBA scheme has undergone examination from various perspectives
and has encountered certain issues. In response to these challenges, a new technique called
Parallel Polling has been introduced. The purpose of Parallel Polling is to enhance the
delay performance of MTP in LRPONs by addressing the identified issues and providing a
solution. It utilizes the idle time in each cycle to serve the second thread in parallel polling.

An online multi-thread polling DBA scheme for LRPONs is proposed by [23] that
includes an online excess bandwidth distribution mechanism. Unlike offline multi-thread
polling, where the optical line terminal (OLT) grants bandwidth after receiving all the
requests from a given thread, in online MT-polling, the OLT processes the bandwidth
request as soon as it receives the REQUEST message. The work of [6] proposes a new online
MTP-based DBA algorithm—namely the slotted MTP (S-MTP) scheme—to overcome the
issues of over-granting, which is a severe problem in the conventional online MTP-based
DBA scheme. The S-MTP scheme effectively reduces the end-to-end packet delay and
over-granting problem in the LR-PON system, with lower computational complexity, by
dividing the reach time cycle into multiple grant scheduling slots and, in each slot, multiple
request and grant messages are processed simultaneously, including the use of frame by
frame information in both the request and grant messages.

In [24], a comprehensive review of recently proposed DBA schemes for Long-Reach
PONs is presented, with a particular emphasis on reducing the delay. Within these schemes,
the authors introduce a novel approach to enhancing the Quality of Service (QoS) in
LRPONs by integrating inter- and intra-ONU scheduling mechanisms. This proposal
combines the Priority Swapping (PS) scheme with the efficient inter-thread scheduling
(EIS) mechanism, resulting in notable improvements to the QoS in the LRPON. The com-
bined scheme effectively reduces the delay of delay-intolerant traffic and enhances the
delay performance of delay-tolerant traffic. Furthermore, in alignment with this approach,
the authors of [16] propose an efficient inter-thread scheduling (EIS) method specifically
tailored for LRPONs. This method integrates key elements from the existing inter-thread
scheduling algorithms and addresses the challenge of inadequate communication between
overlapping threads, which can lead to reduced efficiency and an inferior performance in
the multi-thread DBA compared to traditional single-thread algorithms.

A new DBA protocol, called GPON Redundancy Eraser Algorithm for Long-Reach
(GREAL), has been developed by [25] to address the inefficiencies in the DBA upstream
protocols for LRPONs. The GREAL removes the redundancy caused by an ONU polling
cycle or Scheduling Interval (SI) that is smaller than the Round-Trip-Time (RTT) and also
provides multi-service QoS. This algorithm does not depend on the SI and uses real data
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queuing information, resulting in improved bandwidth utilization. In addition, prediction
techniques can be combined with the GREAL to further enhance the DBA protocol and
bandwidth management.

Due to the difficulty in analyzing the impact of idle time on the performance degra-
dation in LRPONs, previous analysis of LRPONs has only considered situations without
idle time, using modified OLTs and ONUs. The work of [26] proposes an exact solution
for the mean packet delay in LRPONs that takes into account the presence of idle time.
The results demonstrate good agreement between the proposed analytical solution and the
simulated mean packet delay. This is a significant contribution as it allows for the analysis
of the LRPON performance in the presence of idle time, which is an important factor to
consider in the design and optimization of these networks.

An improved Service Interval-based (SIBA) dynamic bandwidth allocation (DBA)
algorithm for LRPONs with fiber distances of up to 140 km is presented in [27]. The
proposed algorithm is designed to improve the mean delay for traffic classes, particularly at
the maximum offered load. The results show that the number of assigned service intervals
is important in ensuring the stability of the allocation process in LRPONs. In comparison
to other DBA algorithms, the proposed SIBA algorithm is found to be more stable and
efficient as the fiber length increases.

Several DBA algorithms for LRPONs using multi-thread schemes are susceptible to
the “over-granting problem,” in which the algorithm allocates a larger timeslot size than
is actually needed by the ONU [28]. This issue can arise from overlapping polling cycles
in a multi-threaded DBA and the use of predefined or calculated maximum thresholds
for the timeslot sizes assigned to each ONU for upstream transmission. These sources of
over-granting can result in wasted bandwidth and may not be properly addressed by the
existing DBA algorithms. In response, the researchers in [28] propose a modified IPACT,
called Enhanced IPACT, with limited service for a multi-thread DBA in the Long-Reach
EPON, which involves reporting an adjusted timeslot size to the OLT. It keeps track of the
data that has already been reported by each ONU in a multi-thread scenario to prevent the
previously reported data from being reported again by another parallel thread.

The work of [29] proposes a decentralized medium access control (MAC) scheme for
a LRPON that enables direct inter-ONU communication through an (N + 1) × (N + 1)
star coupler. The proposed MAC scheme includes a profit-weight-based-plus dynamic
bandwidth allocation (P-DBA+) scheme, which is a novel excess bandwidth distribution
method that provides quality of service (QoS) provisioning. The simulation results show
that the proposed scheme achieves an excellent system performance under various traffic
loads and burstiness, providing fair, efficient, and robust scheduling, and ensuring that the
QoS requirements are met.

After reviewing various studies on dynamic bandwidth allocation in LRPONs, it
becomes evident that the efficiency of these DBA schemes plays a crucial role in addressing
the performance degradation that can occur in these networks. In LRPONs, the distance
and propagation delay of each Optical Network Unit (ONU) create unique challenges
and constraints that must be considered when scheduling transmission requests. In order
to address this, we have developed and proposed an enhanced Distance Weighted DBA
(DWDBA) algorithm. It has been evaluated through extensive simulations using the OPNET
modeler under various scenarios. The results of these simulations show that our proposed
algorithm significantly outperforms other existing DBA algorithms in terms of bandwidth
utilization and queue delay at lower offered loads, while also being robust and adaptable
to changing network conditions.

Overall, our proposed DWBA algorithm for LRPONs exhibits several notable strengths
that differentiate it from the existing DBAs. DWDBA leverages IPACT’s overlapping and
interleaving nature, allowing multiple polling requests to occur simultaneously, resulting
in improved bandwidth utilization and reduced transmission delays. Unlike traditional
TDMA-based DBAs, DWDBA eliminates the need for ranging, a process that attempts to
make ONUs appear equidistant from the OLT through delaying their responses by specific
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amounts of time. This eliminates the unfair penalization of ONUs based on their distance
from the OLT. This characteristic is especially crucial in LRPONs, where the distance and
propagation delay of each ONU can vary significantly. To address this challenge, DWDBA
explicitly considers distance-related factors, ensuring a fair and optimized allocation of
bandwidth resources. The DWDBA algorithm’s novel approach fills a research gap, as it
is the first to incorporate distance-based bandwidth allocation in LRPONs, resulting in
enhanced network efficiency and performance, making it a robust and innovative solution
for next-generation LRPONs.

3. Algorithm Description

This section describes our Distance-Weighted DBA, the main features of which are the
compensation of distance without penalizing the farthest ONUs and taking into account the
laser tuning time. DBAs incorporate some kind of signaling between the ONUs and OLT in
order to manage the bandwidth requests and grants. For example, EPONs use REPORT
and GATE messages. The REPORT message is sent from the ONU to the OLT, providing
information on the amount of bandwidth required for data transmission. The OLT then
calculates the bandwidth grants based on the DBA algorithm and sends a GATE message
to each ONU with information on the granted slot start time and length for upstream data
transmission. The DBA process consists of three basic steps:

1. ONUs send a REPORT message to the OLT with information about the required
bandwidth, either before or after data transmission.

2. The OLT calculates the bandwidth grants based on a chosen DBA algorithm.
3. The OLT sends a GATE message to each ONU with information about the granted

slot start time and length for upstream data transmission. This process is illustrated
in Figure 2.
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where multiple ONUs engage in competition to register with the OLT, ensuring collision avoidance.

Our DWDBA algorithm has Interleaved Polling with Adapting Cycle Time (IPACT) as
its foundation. The IPACT DBA, proposed in [30], is an online algorithm that follows an
interleaved polling strategy to schedule the transmission from the ONUs in a centralized
manner. The ONUs send their requests to the OLT, which has a complete knowledge of the
queues of the ONUs and when the last bit will arrive. With this knowledge, the OLT can
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start scheduling the grant for the next ONU without having to wait for the rest of the ONUs’
requests to reach the OLT. This reduces the waiting time and minimizes the overall delay.

The DBA algorithms used in TWDM-based LRPON systems are two-dimensional,
meaning that they take into account both the time and wavelength dimensions of the
network. There are two main ways the DBA algorithms can be implemented in TWDM-
based LRPON systems: separate time and wavelength scheduling (STWS) algorithms and
joint time and wavelength scheduling (JTWS) algorithms. STWS algorithms decouple the
wavelength assignment from the time slot allocation, making them relatively simple to
implement. However, they may not be as efficient or scalable as JTWS algorithms. JTWS
algorithms, on the other hand, combine the wavelength assignment with the time slot
allocation. This allows for a more efficient and scalable use of resources, but also makes the
algorithms more complex. The JTWS is more efficient and scalable but more complex than
the STWS [31].

The original IPACT algorithm has been expanded with the capability of handling
the multiple wavelengths of the TWDM-PON in [32], which forms the foundation for our
DWDBA. Our DWDBA algorithm is specifically tailored for use in the LRPON system.
taking into account the unique characteristics and constraints of the LRPON in terms of the
distance and propagation delay of each ONU when scheduling transmission requests. Our
algorithm involves assigning weights to the ONUs based on the distance from the OLT,
with farther ONUs receiving higher weights. The ONUs are then sorted in descending
order by weight and polled cyclically, starting with the highest weighted ONU. The cycle
time (time interval between two consecutive allocation decisions) is adjusted based on the
number of active ONUs in the system, with more active ONUs leading to a decrease in
the cycle time, while fewer active ONUs increase it; remember that the cycle refers to the
time interval between two consecutive allocation decisions. The goal of the DWDBA is to
optimize the transmission process by prioritizing the ONUs based on their distances from
the OLT, from a pre-assigned distance vector by putting the length of their queues and the
availability of wavelengths for transmission into consideration.

The DBA is described in the flowchart presented in Figure 3. The algorithm first
checks if an ONU is connected and if its queue is non-empty. If both conditions are met,
the algorithm obtains the distance of the ONU from the pre-assigned distance vector and
normalizes it by subtracting the minimum distance and dividing by the range of distances.
This normalization step ensures that the distances of all the connected ONUs are scaled to
a common range for easy comparison. The algorithm then sorts the ONUs in descending
order based on their normalized distances. This sorting step ensures that the ONUs with
the longest distances, and therefore the highest priorities, are processed first.

For each connected ONU, the DWDBA algorithm grants a queue length based on the
maximum allowed length and the current length of the ONU’s queue. If the queue length
exceeds the maximum allowed length, the DWDBA grants the maximum allowed length
and leaves the remaining packets in the queue to be processed in the next cycle. If the
queue length does not exceed the maximum allowed length, the DBA grants the entire
queue length to the ONU.

After granting the queue length, the DBA then assigns wavelengths to the ONUs.
The wavelength assignment is conducted using the Next Available Supported Chanel
(NASC) principle [33]. The NASC scheduling policy allow for the assignment of the
next available wavelength to the ONU with the highest weight. The assignment of the
wavelength according to the NASC occurs in the offline scheduling mode; therefore, the
scheduling decisions are made with the complete knowledge of all the tasks to be scheduled
for a specific scheduling cycle. One of the main benefits of using an offline scheduling
framework is the heightened level of control it provides over the scheduling process.
Specifically, the OLT adds all of the ONUs with REPORT messages into a scheduling pool,
and the scheduling is conducted after the ONUs have been sorted in descending order
based on their weights and are prioritized.
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Furthermore, our algorithm also takes into consideration the Laser Tuning Time (LTT)
when making decisions about the assignment of wavelengths. This is an important factor
to consider as it can greatly impact the performance of the network. The DBA checks if
the wavelength that the ONU is currently tuned to is available for the ONU to transmit
on. If the wavelength is available, the DWDBA assigns the wavelength to the ONU and
it transmits the packets on that wavelength without adding any laser tuning time delay.
If the wavelength that the ONU is currently tuned to is not available, the DBA algorithm
checks the wait time for the wavelength to be available and the LTT for the next available
wavelength. If the sum of the LTT and the time to wait for the next available wavelength to
be ready is greater than the wait time for the currently tuned wavelength to be available,
the ONU stays on the wavelength and waits for it to be available for transmission; if not,
the ONU switches and the LTT is applied. In this way, the algorithm minimizes the wait
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for an available wavelength. The pseudocodes for the DWBA algorithm and NASC are
provided in Algorithms 1 and 2, respectively.

Algorithm 1: Pseudocode of the enhanced DWDBA for LRPON

Pseudocode for DWDBA executed at the OLT for each cycle I.
//Check for connected ONUs with non-empty Queues
for each ONU i:
if ONU I is connected and its queue is non-empty:
distance[i] = get_distance(distance_vector, i)
normalized_distance[i] = (distance[i]–− min_distance)/(max_distance–− min_distance)
normalized_distances[i] = normalized_distance
else:
normalized_distances[i] = −1
//Sort ONUs based on normalized distances in descending order
for i from 1 to Total_ONUs_Number:
for j from i + 1 to Total_ONUs_Number:
if normalized_distances[i] < normalized_distances[j]:
swap ONUs i and j
swap normalized_distances[i] and normalized_distances[j]
//Grant queue lengths to connected ONUs
for each connected ONU i:
queue_length = min(length of ONU i’s queue, max_allowed_length)
if length of ONU i’s queue > max_allowed_length:
grant max_allowed_length to ONU i
leave remaining packets in the queue for the next cycle
else:
grant to the ONUi its requested queue length

Algorithm 2: Pseudocode for assigning NASC on DWDBA

Pseudocode of the Next Available Supported Channel (NASC)
Transmit packets on next available supported channel
for each connected ONU i:
wavelength = find_empty_wavelength(wavelengths)
if pre-assigned wavelength is available
transmit_packets(i, wavelength)
else:
wait_time = get_wait_time(wavelengths)
if wait_time < laser_tuning_time:
wait(wait_time)
else:
tune_laser_to_empty_wavelength(wavelengths)
wait(laser_tuning_time)for each ONU i:
//Function to find an empty wavelength
function find_empty_wavelength(wavelengths):
for i from 0 to 3:
if wavelengths[i] is empty:
return i
return −1//no empty wavelength found

In summary, the communication process starts with the connected ONUs with a non-
empty queue making requests to the OLT by sending REPORT messages, each containing
the status of their queue and a request for bandwidth. Then, our DBA algorithm checks the
distance of the connected ONUs from the OLT and updates the distance array. The distances
are then normalized to obtain the weights and the requests are sorted in descending order
based on these weights. If the requested length is less than the maximum allowed length,
the OLT grants the requested length—otherwise, the OLT grants the maximum length.
Thereafter, the wavelength is applied based on the NASC principle while taking the LTT into
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consideration. This process occurs continuously whenever GATE and REPORT messages
are exchanged during the lifecycle of the communication between the OLT and the ONUs.
Figure 4 depicts the steps in the application of our algorithm and its relationship with the
IPACT and NASC.
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In conclusion, DWDBA is a highly effective and innovative approach optimized for
LRPONs. While it builds upon the principles of IPACT, it distinguishes itself by considering
the distance of each ONU from the OLT and introducing a distance-weighted factor in the
allocation of bandwidth resources. This unique characteristic ensures equitable treatment
of ONUs, regardless of their location in the network, and enhances overall performance
compared to IPACT. The primary advantage of DWDBA lies in its capability to tackle
the distinctive challenges of LRPONs, such as distance and propagation delay variations
among ONUs, resulting in equitable and optimized bandwidth allocation that minimizes
delays for ONUs located farther from the OLT.

4. Performance Evaluation and Results

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our DBA algorithm for LRPONs. To
validate the efficiency of our algorithm, we carried out extensive simulations using the
OPNET Modeler under different conditions. The simulations were designed to test the
algorithm’s ability to efficiently allocate bandwidth among different ONUs in a LRPON
under varying traffic conditions. We evaluate the algorithm’s performance in terms of key
metrics, such as the throughput and queue delay with respect to distance. The results of the
simulation were analyzed and compared with other existing DBA algorithms for LRPONs
to demonstrate the effectiveness and superiority of our proposed algorithm.

4.1. Simulation Model

Our simulation setup replicates a typical LRPON in a realistic manner. Our system
includes 16 ONUs, an OLT, and a splitter that adheres to a tree-branch architecture. All
of the components of a LRPON are present in the simulation, such as ONUs placed at
customer locations, a centralized OLT, and an ODN that mimics the functionality of a
passive optical splitter/combiner. The ONUs, located at the customers’ premises, act as the
endpoints of the network, where customers connect to access high-speed Internet. The OLT,
on the other hand, serves as the central hub of the network and is responsible for managing
and allocating bandwidth to the ONUs.

The ODN simulates the passive optical splitter/combiner, which is a key component of
LRPONs. The splitter/combiner is responsible for splitting the optical fiber cable running
from the OLT to the ONUs, allowing multiple ONUs to share the same fiber cable while
maintaining the integrity of each ONU’s signal. This allows for the efficient use of network
resources and provides support for high-speed Internet access over long distances. The
simulation setup allows us to test the performance of our DBA algorithm under different
traffic conditions and evaluate its efficiency.

In the downstream communication of our simulation, the OLT sends data to all of the
ONUs connected to it, and each ONU filters the data sent to it and discards all other data
that is not addressed to it. The upstream channel has a total capacity of 4 Gbps on four
wavelengths, each one with a rate of 1 Gbps, and is managed dynamically by the DBA
algorithm. All of the ONUs are connected to their respective traffic sources, such as servers
or other network devices, and are equipped with a packet generator over a link of 1 Gbps.
This ensures that there are no bottlenecks in the upstream communication.
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A maximum cycle time (δmax) of 1 ms is established. Self-similar traffic [34] is
generated by the traffic sources with a Hurst parameter H = 0.75, and the mean packet
rate is adjusted based on the changing offered load. To realistically model Ethernet traffic,
the frame size is uniformly distributed with a lower limit of 512 bits and an upper limit of
12,144 bits, as stated in [14].

Simulation Scenarios

In order to evaluate the impact of distance on our DWBA algorithm, we have created
a variety of simulation scenarios that vary the distance of the ONUs from the OLT. These
simulations will allow us to analyze how the distance affects the performance of our
algorithm in terms of the throughput and queue delay. Additionally, these scenarios will
provide insight into how our algorithm behaves in different network configurations and
how it adapts to varying traffic conditions and distances.

The simulation scenarios and the rationale behind them are provided below:

Scenario 1—ONUs Distributed Between 50 km and 75 km from the OLT:

Rationale: This scenario represents a common deployment scenario where ONUs are
relatively close to the OLT but at varying distances. This allows us to examine the performance
of the DWDBA algorithm when the ONUs are within a short distance range. By considering
distances between 50 km and 75 km, we can observe how the algorithm optimally allocates
bandwidth resources to ONUs with different propagation delays and evaluate its effectiveness
in managing the queue delay and throughput under these conditions.

Scenario 2—ONUs Distributed Between 70 km and 100 km from the OLT:

Rationale: In this scenario, the ONUs are positioned farther from the OLT, representing
a long-reach deployment scenario. By including ONUs with distances between 70 km and
100 km, we can assess how the DWDBA algorithm handles higher propagation delays and
longer transmission paths. This scenario helps us understand the algorithm’s performance
in addressing the challenges of LRPONs with ONUs at significant distances from the
OLT and its ability to maintain low queue delays and the optimal throughput under
these conditions.

Scenario 3—ONUs Distributed Between 17 km and 100 km from the OLT:

Rationale: This scenario encompasses a wide range of distances, including both short-
reach and long-reach ONUs. It reflects a more diverse deployment scenario that includes
ONUs at varying distances from the OLT. Analyzing this scenario enables us to evaluate
how the DWDBA algorithm adapts to the mixed distances, optimizes bandwidth allocation,
and minimizes queue delays across the entire network.

Scenario 4—ONUs Distributed Between 50 km and 100 km from the OLT:

Rationale: This scenario focuses on a specific range of distances, namely ONUs be-
tween 50 km and 100 km from the OLT. With a moderate distance range, we can closely
examine the algorithm’s performance when ONUs are spread across a medium- to long-
reach distance spectrum. This scenario allows us to assess the impact of different distance
intervals on the algorithm’s ability to manage bandwidth allocation effectively and ensure
the equitable treatment of ONUs with varying propagation delays.

By evaluating the DWDBA algorithm under these diverse scenarios, we aim to provide
a comprehensive understanding of its strengths and adaptability in Long-Reach PONs.
The chosen scenarios are representative of real-world deployment conditions, allowing
us to draw insightful conclusions about the algorithm’s performance in different network
environments and its capability to handle the challenges posed by varying distances and
propagation delays.

In order to accurately simulate the real-world scenario, we have selected a LTT of 10 µs,
which is in line with the ITU-T G.989.2 specifications for class 2 devices [31]. The simulation
was run under varying traffic loads, ranging between 5% and 100% of the maximum global
offered load, which is set at 4 Gbps.
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4.2. Results

In order to evaluate the performance of our enhanced DWDBA algorithm for LRPON,
a comparison with the modified IPACT algorithm is conducted. Both algorithms are
assessed in terms of their throughput and queue delay, with a focus on the distances
between the ONUs and the OLT. The data for this analysis are collected from 100 simulations
for each offered load, and the process is repeated using 5 different seeds to ensure robustness
and accuracy. The average queue delay for each offered load is then calculated and
presented in the figures, which illustrate the results in the subsequent sections.

4.2.1. Throughput

In this section, we present the results of our DWDBA algorithm together with that
of the IPACT algorithm for LRPONs in terms of the throughput for the upstream link for
comparison under varying offered loads. The throughput is a crucial metric that determines
the efficiency and effectiveness of data transmission in the network. It is an important
parameter that can be used to assess the overall performance of a network, particularly
in terms of its capacity to handle a certain level of data traffic. In our simulations, the
throughput metric not only takes into account the data payload, but also includes the
Ethernet header and trailer.

Figure 5 illustrates the outcomes obtained from scenario 1, where the ONUs are
positioned between 50 km and 75 km from the OLT (ONU1 at 50 km, ONU4 at 60 km,
and ONU16 at 75 km). In Figure 5 (left), which represents the results for the DWDBA, it
can be observed that the ONUs can transmit at higher offered loads, exceeding 230 Mbps,
while transmitting up to a maximum throughput of 225 Mbps. Conversely, Figure 5 (right)
showcases the results for the ONUs under IPACT. It is evident that none of the ONUs
can transmit beyond an offered load of 210 Mbps. Specifically, ONUs 4 and 16 achieve a
maximum throughput of 150 Mbps and 180 Mbps, respectively.
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Figure 6 illustrates the comparison of the throughput for the ONUs in scenario 2,
considering that the distances between the ONUs and OLT range between 70 km and
100 km (ONU2 at 70 km, ONU4 at 80 km and ONU16 at 100 km). As observed in Figure 6
(left), showcasing the results for the DWDBA, the ONUs are able to transmit up to a
maximum throughput of 200 Mbps. ONUs 2 and 4 demonstrate the ability to transmit
beyond an offered load of 225 Mbps, while ONU 16 achieves a maximum transmission
of 190 Mbps. Conversely, in Figure 6 (right), the ONUs operating under IPACT reach
a maximum of 110 Mbps for ONU 2, 130 Mbps for ONU 4, and 160 Mbps for ONU 16.
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Furthermore, it is evident that the transmission rates for ONU 2, ONU 4, and ONU 16 do
not exceed 105 Mbps, 140 Mbps, and 150 Mbps, respectively.
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Figure 7 illustrates the comparison of the throughput for the ONUs in scenario 3,
considering that the distances between the ONUs and OLT range between 17 km and
100 km (ONU5 at 17 km, ONU6 at 37 km, ONU4 at 56 km, ONU11 at 71 km and ONU1
at 100 km). As seen in Figure 7 (left), representing the results for the DWDBA, the ONUs
exhibit similar behavior, achieving a maximum throughput of 245 Mbps at an offered load
of 230 Mbps. On the other hand, Figure 7 (right) shows the performance of the ONUs
under IPACT. It can be observed that only the ONUs located closer to the OLT (17 km
and 37 km) are capable of achieving a throughput of 240 Mbps at higher offered loads.
However, the ONUs situated at greater distances (100 km, 71 km, and 57 km) experience
limitations in their transmission capabilities, with maximum throughputs of 110 Mbps,
150 Mbps, and 180 Mbps, respectively. From these findings, it can be inferred that the
DWDBA algorithm demonstrates a superior performance, as the ONUs located at farther
distances are still capable of achieving higher maximum throughputs compared to the
IPACT and are not penalized.
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Figure 8 depicts the results obtained from scenario 4, where the ONUs are located
between 50 km and 100 km from the OLT (ONU1 at 50 km, ONU4 at 60 km, ONU5 at 80 km,
ONU8 at 90 km and ONU16 at 100 km). In Figure 8 (left), which represents the performance
of the DWDBA algorithm, all of the ONUs can transmit at a maximum throughput of
230 Mbps when the offered load exceeds 220 Mbps. On the other hand, Figure 8 (right)
illustrates the performance of the IPACT algorithm. It is evident that none of the ONUs
can achieve a throughput of 200 Mbps, and the ONUs situated at farther distances (80 km,
90 km, and 100 km) transmit at speeds below 150 Mbps.
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Based on these observations, it can be concluded that the DWDBA algorithm outper-
forms the IPACT algorithm in this scenario. The far ONUs in the IPACT algorithm face
limitations in transmitting at higher offered loads, while all of the ONUs under DWDBA
maintain the ability to transmit at the maximum throughput even with increased loads.

4.2.2. Queue Delay

We measure the average packet waiting time in the ONU queues, known as queue
delay, before they are processed. The queue delay is a variable component that plays
a significant role in determining the overall end-to-end delay in the network. We take
into consideration the fact that the packet transmission delay and propagation delay are
constant and insignificant in comparison to the queue delay. We present the queue delay
results for various scenarios based on the distances between the ONUs and OLT.

Figure 9 shows the queue delay between 50 km and 75 km from the OLT (ONU1 at
50 km, ONU4 at 60 km, and ONU16 at 75 km). In Figure 9 (left), it is evident that the
ONUs managed by the DWDBA algorithm exhibit a significantly low queue delay, which
remains consistent even at offered loads exceeding 200 Mbps. On the other hand, Figure 9
(right) illustrates that the ONUs under IPACT experience a slightly higher queue delay. At
higher offered loads—specifically at 200 Mbps, 170 Mbps, and 130 Mbps for ONU1, ONU4,
and ONU16, respectively—these ONUs reach a state of saturation, resulting in instability.
These results indicate that the DWDBA algorithm effectively minimizes the queue delay
for the ONU, enabling it to maintain the optimal performance even under demanding
conditions. In contrast, the IPACT algorithm exhibits higher queue delays, suggesting
potential performance degradation under similar circumstances.
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Figure 10 provides a comparison of the queue delay for the ONUs in scenario 2,
where the distances between the ONUs and the OLT range between 70 km and 100 km.
Specifically, ONU2 is located at a distance of 70 km, ONU4 at 80 km, and ONU16 at 100 km.
The results reveal a notable distinction in the queue delay between the DWDBA and IPACT
algorithms.
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In Figure 10 (left), it can be observed that the ONUs under DWDBA experience a low
queue delay, which is maintained up to an offered load of 180 Mbps for ONU16, 220 Mbps
for ONU4, and 225 Mbps for ONU2. On the other hand, in Figure 10 (right), the ONUs
under IPACT exhibit a considerably higher queue delay. Furthermore, the ONUs under
IPACT reach saturation at lower offered loads, with ONU16 saturating at 85 Mbps, ONU4
at 125 Mbps, and ONU2 at 145 Mbps.

Figure 11 provides a comparison of the queue delay for the ONUs in scenario 3,
considering different distances of the ONUs ranging between 17 km and 100 km from the
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OLT. Specifically, ONU5 is located at 17 km, ONU6 at 37 km, ONU4 at 56 km, ONU11 at
71 km, and ONU1 at 100 km. The results demonstrate a significantly lower queue delay
for the respective ONUs under the DWDBA algorithm in Figure 11 (left) compared to the
IPACT algorithm in Figure 11 (right).
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In particular, the farthest ONU (ONU1 at 100 km) is able to maintain its queue
delay below 1.5 ms up to an offered load of 150 Mbps under DWDBA, whereas it is
unable to achieve a queue delay of less than 1.5 ms below 50 Mbps under IPACT. This
outcome highlights the effectiveness of our DWDBA algorithm in optimizing the LRPON
performance, ensuring that the ONUs located farther from the OLT are not penalized for
their distances.

In Figure 12, the results from scenario 4, where the ONUs are positioned between
50 km and 100 km from the OLT, are presented. In Figure 12 (left), which corresponds to the
DWDBA algorithm, all of the ONUs demonstrate low queue delays that are proportional
to their distances from the OLT. Notably, the DWDBA algorithm enables the farther ONUs
to maintain low queue delays even at higher offered loads. For instance, the ONUs are
able to sustain low queue delays up to an offered load of 200 Mbps due to the fact that the
DWDBA does not penalize the farther ONUs.

In contrast, Figure 12 (right) illustrates the performance of the ONUs under the
IPACT algorithm. Similar to the DWDBA algorithm, the ONUs closer to the OLT display
lower queue delays than the ONUs positioned farther away. However, overall, the ONUs
experience significantly higher queue delays under the IPACT algorithm compared to
the DWDBA algorithm. Furthermore, the ONUs under the IPACT algorithm are unable
to sustain low queue delays beyond an offered load of 100 Mbps, whereas the DWDBA
algorithm allows the ONUs to maintain low queue delays even at offered loads of up to
200 Mbps. The findings demonstrate that the DWDBA algorithm outperforms the IPACT
algorithm in terms of the queue delay. The DWDBA algorithm ensures that all of the ONUs,
regardless of their distance from the OLT, maintain low queue delays. In contrast, the
IPACT algorithm results in higher queue delays for the ONUs, with limited capacity to
sustain low queue delays at higher offered loads.
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5. Discussion of Results

The results presented in our study are focused on two primary aspects. The first
objective is to prove that our DWDBA algorithm is a suitable DBA solution for the next-
generation TWDM-based LRPONs. The second objective is to evaluate the performance
of our algorithm in terms of the queue delay and throughput by analyzing the effect of
the distance between the ONUs and the OLT. To ensure realistic results, we incorporated a
realistic LTT of 10 microseconds, which is often overlooked in DBA algorithm design. We
highlighted the significance of accounting for the LTT to achieve accurate outcomes when
designing and evaluating DBA algorithms for low-latency and high-bandwidth systems.

The results highlight the performance comparison between the DWDBA algorithm
and the IPACT algorithm in terms of both the queue delay and throughput. Additionally,
the influence of variations in the distances of the ONUs on the performance of the DWDBA
algorithm is investigated. Overall, we achieved a remarkable average bandwidth efficiency
of approximately 85% in the upstream link, meeting the minimum efficiency standard set
in [14]. Our results consistently demonstrated that the DWDBA algorithm performed better
than the IPACT algorithm in terms of both the queue delay and throughput across various
scenarios. This superiority was observed when the ONUs were located at low, moderate,
and long distances from the OLT. Its unique distance-weighted approach ensured equitable
resource allocation for ONUs located farther from the OLT. Consequently, the DWDBA
algorithm enabled the ONUs, regardless of their distance from the OLT, to transmit a higher
throughput even at higher offered loads, showcasing its adaptability and robustness in
various network scenarios.

In terms of the queue delay, the DWDBA algorithm significantly reduced it even at
higher offered loads, making it highly suitable for the LRPON. Compared to IPACT, it
achieved a more than 30% reduction in the queue delay while maintaining stability at higher
offered loads. These findings indicated that the DWDBA algorithm effectively managed
and minimized the queuing delay, resulting in an improved performance and a better user
experience. Even when the ONUs were widely dispersed, the DWDBA algorithm continued
to outperform IPACT. The queue delay in our study was observed to increase proportionally
with the distance between the ONUs and the OLT, which is expected due to the longer
transmission paths. However, the implementation of the DWDBA algorithm addressed
this issue by ensuring that the queue delay and throughput for farther ONUs were not
penalized based on their distances. Unlike the IPACT algorithm, the DWDBA algorithm
incorporates a weight factor that takes into account the distances of the ONUs to the OLT,
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resulting in fair treatment for all ONUs and preventing excessive queue delays for those
located farther away. It efficiently adapted to the network topology and allocated resources
effectively, enabling ONUs at different distances to maintain acceptable performance levels.

Furthermore, the DWDBA algorithm demonstrated its scalability by accommodating
higher offered loads, exceeding 200 Mbps, before reaching saturation. This highlights its
capacity to handle higher traffic demands without compromising the quality of service. In
contrast, the IPACT algorithm exhibited limitations in maintaining an acceptable queue
delay and throughput, especially at higher offered loads.

Overall, our study strongly supports the effectiveness and suitability of the DWDBA
algorithm for next-generation LRPONs. It consistently outperformed IPACT in terms of
both the queue delay and throughput, effectively managing the queue delay, providing
better throughput, and minimizing the impact of distance on the performance. Further
research should focus on enhancing its capabilities and addressing the limitations in various
network scenarios to ensure its continued effectiveness and scalability.

6. Conclusions

The potential of TWDM-based LRPON technology as a promising solution for provid-
ing high bandwidth capacity and low latency for the latest and upcoming services over
extended distances is significant. Our algorithm, which is based on the IPACT model, is
tailored specifically for optimizing LRPONs using up to four wavelengths. One notable
advantage of our DWDBA algorithm is its ability to ensure the fair treatment of the ONUs
located farthest from the OLT. Moreover, we recognize the critical importance of consider-
ing the LTT, which is frequently ignored in DBA algorithms for TWDM-LRPON systems.
By incorporating the LTT into our algorithm, we offer a practical and realistic optimization
for LRPONs.

Our DWDBA algorithm assigns a weighted vector to each ONU based on its nor-
malized distance from the OLT. This prioritizes the ONUs for transmission based on
their distances, sorted in a descending order from a pre-assigned distance vector, and
the availability of wavelengths. The simulation results demonstrated that our algorithm
effectively shares the bandwidth among users and allocates wavelengths in a balanced
manner, resulting in a significant 30% reduction in the average queue delay compared to
the IPACT algorithm.

This research is a significant contribution to the advancement of next-generation
networking, specifically in the implementation of DBA algorithms for TWDM-based LR-
PONs. The DWDBA algorithm exhibits great potential in optimizing the performance of
Long-Reach PONs in various scenarios, including its application in the mobile fronthaul
of the cloud RAN (CRAN) in the future generations of mobile communications. Our aim
is to shape the future of next-generation networks and make a positive impact on the
development of a sustainable and efficient infrastructure. Additionally, our work paves
the way for further research on the implementation of DBA algorithms in LRPONs. Going
forward, we have plans to enhance the network management architecture by incorporating
the principles of QoS, which will further improve the overall performance and adaptability
of LRPONs.
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